
Treasures of the B&ECPL
 A brief history of the Central Library and the 

significance of its collection



$2 per year for a subscription to the Buffalo

Library's 2700 books ($50 for a life subscription)

First major purchase a 4 volume set of

Audubon's Ornithological Biography for the

monumental sum of $800 -- more than the

cost of all the other books in the collection

Early History: a Tale of Two Libraries

Orig. locations - 3 rented floors in a building on
Main St near what is now Seneca One Tower,
later on South Division St, then the "American
Block," St James Hall (where the M&T Tower
currently stands)

1836 - The Young Men's Association a subscription
library for the "intellectual improvement of its members"

1871 - Grosvenor Library, a public reference

library in Buffalo 

Built with funds bequeathed by prominent

merchant Seth Grosvenor who left

$40,000 to the city of Buffalo to build a

public, non-circulating library in 1857

Moved to its own building on Edward &

Franklin Streets in 1895

Collections included rare books,

music, medical reference and legal

documents some of which forms

the core of the current Grosvenor

Room collection



 First appearance on Lafayette

Square in Cyrus Eidlitz designed

building, 1887

Built on the site of the colonial

court house

From YMA to BPL

Becomes The Buffalo Public Library

in an agreement with the city of

Buffalo in 1897

Buffalo Library had an appointed

curator by 1885

YMA served as an "incubator" to

many local cultural orgs including

AKG, Science Museum, and the

Buffalo History Museum 



The Grosvenor's Rare
Book Room established

1942 Grosvenor Library expands,

opening a reading room in the

Cyclorama Building on Edward

Street 

 Grosvenor Rare Book Collection  

dedicated in 1944. It was one of the first in

a public library in the United States

1940  discovered that many books

of a rare nature were stolen by a

WPA worker, and only recovered by

the efforts of the FBI  & the NYPL



1953  three separate library

institutions merged by New York

State special legislation into The

Buffalo & Erie County Public Library

System

New Central Library completed and

dedicated in October of 1964 on

the site of the previous building,

which was razed (gargoyles & all)

Mid Century Merger

A room dedicated to storing Rare

Book materials was part of the

building's orig. design



187 Years of
Collecting

The Grosvenor Room benefits from
the collecting of both of the City's
Libraries

In the early years, members of the
board, Librarians and Curators were
often appointed from the
community

 Civic engagement and support of
the library gave people a sense of
pride in their local Institutions

Rare Book Display room, Apr. 1968, assistant

deputy director Winnifred M. Wynne and clerk

Marie Laurent



attributed to Francesco Colonna

Poliphili
Hypnerotomachia 

Incunable, published in
1499

Once owned by William
Stirling, Scottish Baronet

Marginalia written in
several languages 

Chapter initials acrostic: “FRATER

FRANCISVS COLVMNA POLIAM

PERARMAVIT‟ (Father Francisco Colonna

greatly loved Polia.)



Shakespeare's Folios
First Folio, 1623

B&ECPL copy bound in full dark green morocco by Riviere &

Son, a British (not French) binder (19th century)

Second Folio, 1632

The Second Folio (1632) corrects many of the errors found in

the First and adds some desirable new material including

John Milton’s first published work, a sonnet entitled On

Shakespeare

Third Folio, 1664-5

Third Folio (1663-1664) added several plays, including

Pericles and 6 others now thought not to have been written

by Shakespeare.  Considered rare as most copies burned

during the Great Fire of London in 1633

Fourth Folio, 1685

Fourth Folio of 1685 was reprinted from the Third with  

obvious misprints corrected and spelling, punctuation and

occasionally language “modernized” 



Charles Clifton, Henry Folger and the "Gilburne copy"
In 1919, NYC book dealer Gabriel Wells purchased a copy
of the First Folio on behalf of Clifton. The copy was
imperfect, but described in the seller’s catalog as
“probably” belonging to Samuel Gilburne, one of the
actor’s in Shakespeare’s company. 

 
The original catalog price was $3,000. Henry Clay Folger  
ordered the copy only to discover it had already been sold
to Clifton. Folger offered to pay the buyer $6,000.00
(double the catalog price). Clifton refused 

Folger and Clifton arranged a swap, whereby Folger got the
purported Gilburne copy and Clifton received a perfect
copy that Folger had purchased at auction for $8,800.00

 The idea that Gilburne owned the disputed copy widely
debunked! All four folios were donated to the Grosvenor
Library in 1926



 4ooth
Anniversary

of Publication
View on our digital

collections:
http://digital.buffalolib.o

rg/document/2348#?
c=0&m=0&s=0&cv=7&z=-

0.8047%2C-
0.0504%2C3.649%2C1.6

049 



The Federalist
Papers, 1788

A copy given to Thomas
Jefferson by John Jay

Marginalia on p. 151 attributed
to Jefferson himself



Audubon's Birds of America



Audubon’s Birds of America

1827-1838
Issued in 87 parts.  When completed in June 1838, it

contained 435 hand colored engravings of 1,065 birds of

489 species

The book was sold on a subscription basis with 5 plates

delivered in each installment.  

The birds are drawn life size so even with a double

elephant folio, some birds, like the pink flamingo, were

difficult to fit on the page.  Audubon has the flamingo

bending down in order to accommodate its size on the

page

The Library’s current copy of the Birds was purchased by

Charles H. Williams in 1897. Williams had long standing

order with NY ornithologists and bibliophiles for a perfect

set of the work. In 1924, his daughter, Mrs. Frederick L.

Pratt, donated the set to the Library 



Gluck Collection

A  Cornell educated attorney born in Niagara Falls,

practiced in Buffalo

In 1885, Gluck was appointed curator of the Buffalo

Public Library (BPL)

Immedately began soliciting publishers and authors for

manuscripts on behalf of the library.  Would often secure

items with his own funds

Donated collection to the library corresponsing with the

opening of the Eidletz designed Buffalo Public Library in

1887. A second donation was made in 1897

Died unexpectedly in NYC in 1897 just seven months

after final donation



Letters from statesman  including Jefferson, Washington, Burr, Lincoln, &
Douglass

Letters written by Byron, Bronte, the Brownings, Hawthorn, Johnson, and
Tennyson
Orig. manuscripts from Emerson (Representative Men), Alcott (Sophie's
Secret), Dickens (The great international walking match of February 29th,
1868) and most famously ...

A treasure trove of over 500 manuscripts, letters and
engraved portraits



The Huckleberry Finn Manuscript



Twain letter to Gluck offering half of
the manuscript

Twain's home, 472 Delaware Ave,
Buffalo



On display (in some form) since 1897..

Article from the Buffalo Courier Express, 7/14/1954 p. 14 



Article concerning the theft from the Courier-Express, June 8, 1906

Interior of the "Manuscript Room" of the Eidlitz Building c. 1887

A library scandal of literary
proportions!



Milestones of Science Collection

Collection assembled in 1938 at the Buffalo Museum of Science

under the auspices of Chauncy Hamlin, the long-time Chairman of

the Buffalo Museum of Science

Inspired to purchase first editions by the world’s greatest scientists

after purchasing Copernicus' De revolutionibus orbium coelestium,

printed in 1543. Purchased for a mere $1800 during the

Depression, Hamlin was inspired to collect first editions of books of

Science that changed the world 



To raise money to buy the books on the list, he

employed a quite unique strategy: encourage the

many strong ethnic organizations in Buffalo at that

time to contribute to buy the books of their

countrymen (i.e., Italians help buy DaVinci and Galileo,

Germans help buy the Kepler and Bunsen, etc.) by

participating in an “All Nations Mardi Gras,” a pageant

attended by over 6000 people to raise funds to

develop the collection

All Nation’s Mardi Gras



De Revolutionibus... and its
provenance 



The Milestones: from Aristotle to Marconi
197 epochal titles in the history of science as
represented in the Buffalo Museum of Natural Sciences
plus..

 A leaf from the Gutenberg Bible, printed in 1455

Rudimentum

Novitotiorum - one

of the earliest

examples of a

printed woodcut

map representing

the world, printed in

1475



How the Milestones came to the B&ECPL
Long after Hamlin’s tenure at the Buffalo Museum of

Science, the Museum fell on hard times. The Museum

declared that the Milestones of Science “material [was]

no longer appropriate to the purposes of” the Museum 

Science Museum‘s copy of BoA was sold in 1987, the

Museum board justified this decision by the fact that

another public institution—the public library—had a set

of the Birds on display, so the public would not be

deprived by its sale

In 1994 Buffalo News reported that "The Milestones of

Science" collection was headed for the auction block--

the community objected strongly.

Erie County government became involved and the sale

was halted. One newspaper editorial reminded the

citizens of Buffalo that "the [Milestones] collection is the

property of the Buffalo area's people--a true community

possession“



The work we do today
Collecting

New acquisitions include the Jordan
Collection, currently on exhibit both
digitally and in person

Conservation
Projects to repair and preserve books
for future generations.  Recent
projects include stabilizing the
Huckleberry Finn manuscript and
Audubon’s Quadrupeds of North
America

Digitization
The Library has invested in
technology to digitize and exhibit
many of its resources for view and
study online. 

 https://www.buffalolib.org/research-resources/digital-collections
Explore our Digital Collections page:



Exhibits

The Special Collection Department is dedicated to

providing access to its collection to the public through

various exhibits mounted in the library throughout the

year.  The Department also lends items to other

institutions for view when conditions are met

Education

Lectures, events and classes to educate the public,

available online:

https://grosvenorroom.wordpress.com/events/ 

Research Services

Obituary, city directory, and article lookups:  

https://www.buffalolib.org/special-collections/research-

services

Guides and publications to help familiarize you with our

collections:  https://www.buffalolib.org/special-

collections/guides-publications  



Learn even more about the Library’s
history from this presentation from the

Buffalo Imagine Series

Thank you for listening!

Questions? Comments?

 

Grosvenor Library, Cyclorama Annex


